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Abstract: The electricity market in Spain holds significant importance in the nation’s economy and
sustainability efforts due to its diverse energy mix that encompasses renewables, fossil fuels, and
nuclear power. Accurate energy price prediction is crucial in Spain, influencing the country’s ability
to meet its climate goals and ensure energy security and affecting economic stakeholders. We have
explored how leveraging advanced GPT tools like OpenAI’s ChatGPT to analyze energy news and
expert reports can extract valuable insights and generate additional variables for electricity price
trend prediction in the Spanish market. Our research proposes two different training and modelling
approaches of generative pre-trained transformers (GPT) with specialized news feeds specific to
the Spanish market: in-context example prompts and fine-tuned GPT models. We aim to shed light
on the capabilities of GPT solutions and demonstrate how they can augment prediction models
by introducing additional variables. Our findings suggest that insights derived from GPT analysis
of electricity news and specialized reports align closely with price fluctuations post-publication,
indicating their potential to improve predictions and offer deeper insights into market dynamics. This
endeavor can support informed decision-making for stakeholders in the Spanish electricity market
and companies reliant on electricity costs and price volatility for their margins.

Keywords: electricity market price; Spain; Generative AI; GPT; sentiment analysis

1. Introduction

The forecast of the medium- to long-term price trend of the electricity market is subject
to considerable uncertainty due to the influence of multiple complex factors—geopolitical
events, climatic phenomena, social developments, regulations, technical factors, economic
cycles, etc. [1].

Analyzing the evolution of the Spanish electricity market (OMIE) from 2018 to 2023 [2]
unravels key factors behind heightened volatility. Understanding the intricate evolution of
energy prices between 2018 and 2023 (Figure 1) sheds light on the multifaceted factors that
have influenced this journey. According to the International Energy Agency [3], during
the initial years, from 2018 to 2021, energy prices were shaped by a confluence of variables,
including rising costs across various fuels and technologies, supply chain pressures, labor
market constraints, and fluctuations in critical mineral supplies and construction materials.
Notably, clean energy costs, which had previously witnessed steady declines, exhibited a
distinct uptrend during this period.

Figure 1. Evolution of energy price in the electricity Spanish market OMIE (2018–2023).
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However, the narrative dramatically turned after 2020, with energy prices experiencing
heightened volatility. As reported, the primary catalyst for this volatility was the growing
disparity between surging demand and a limited pipeline of new conventional projects
within the oil industry. This imbalance introduced a significant risk of price spikes, casting
shadows on the global economy’s stability. Moreover, competitive electricity markets
grappled with a widening gap between revenue from electricity sales and total generation
costs, further contributing to price fluctuations.

The COVID-19 pandemic, a global disruptor, played its part by dampening overall en-
ergy demand, particularly in the case of carbon-intensive fuels like coal and oil. Conversely,
renewable energy sources proved more resilient in the face of the pandemic’s impacts.
CO2 emissions were notably reduced, and the energy sector witnessed a decline in capital
investment, primarily affecting oil and natural gas supply projects. These repercussions are
expected to reverberate through energy markets in the years to come.

Furthermore, the world’s current energy crisis, initiated by Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, has added another layer of complexity to the energy landscape. High energy
prices, particularly in the natural gas sector, have led to wealth transfers from consumers
to producers, affecting electricity generation costs globally. The crisis has also posed chal-
lenges in ensuring access to modern energy for many, with lingering uncertainties about its
duration and fossil fuel price trends. While short-term shifts have seen increased demand
for oil and coal as alternatives to costly gas, the long-term trajectory points toward low-
emissions sources such as renewables, nuclear energy, and heightened efficiency measures.

Previous time series forecasting approach models used to determine energy prices
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic [4–6] faced significant challenges during and after the
crisis. They struggled to adapt to the abrupt disruptions in energy demand, increased
price volatility, supply chain pressures, and changes in the energy mix brought about by
the pandemic. Additionally, uncertainties in the economic and policy landscapes further
hindered their accuracy. The pandemic exposed the limitations of these forecasting models
in coping with such unforeseen disruptions, emphasizing the need for more adaptable and
robust forecasting approaches to navigate the evolving energy market dynamics effectively.

1.1. Research Gap Analysis

Scientific evidence suggests that having prior information about these socio-economic
factors can be of great importance in understanding the possible future evolution of the
market. For example, understanding what affects consumption patterns [7,8], demand
density [9], and electricity generation [10,11] can be critical. In fact, many market specialists
publish their understanding of recent market developments and possible trends based on
factors such as social phenomena affecting demand, conflicts, government agreements,
natural disasters, legislative actions, nuclear plant shutdowns, weather conditions, etc.,
either through journals or company reports available on the web.

These reports can be processed to apply sentiment analysis techniques. Typically,
sentiment analysis techniques applied to markets (stock markets, oil markets, electricity
markets) capture only headlines and classify the possible price direction. Research insights
suggest that including sentiment analysis results improves quantitative predictions of price
prediction models.

Several authors have applied some form of sentiment analysis as an intermediate tool
for the purpose of forecasting markets; however, to our knowledge there are no published
studies on the application of sentiment analysis to the electricity market.

The closest application relates to the oil market. There is a consensus among the
authors that using the results of sentiment analysis models as input improves the quality of
the results of the forecasting models [12–14].

Three categories of techniques recently used to analyze sentiment, also called opinion
mining, in market news can be distinguished: lexicon-based, machine learning, and LLM.
The aim of applying these tools has been to generate an additional input variable to
time series forecasting models that concisely captures the influence of the multitude of
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socio-economic factors that can affect the evolution of prices according to the opinion of
market specialists.

The lexicon-based methods rely on a predefined set of words, called a lexicon, that
are associated with a specific sentiment or opinion, e.g., positive, negative or neutral [15].
Essentially, in these methods, the sentiment of a text is determined by evaluating the
number of positive, negative, and neutral words it contains. Zhao et al. [16] use the
VADER algorithm [17], considered a reference lexicon-based algorithm with very good
accuracy results.

Because manual creation and validation of a complete sentiment lexicon is labor-
intensive and time-consuming, machine learning algorithms have been applied to “learn”
the sentiment-relevant features of the text. Examples of such algorithms are those based
on support vector machines (SVM) classifiers, [18], naive Bayes [17], and convolutional
and recurrent neural networks [12,19]. Santos et al. [20] perform a state-of-the-art review
of these types of techniques applied to the oil market up to 2022. Among the approaches
used to extract public opinion, they show that machine learning-based methods have
increased in prevalence in recent years because they improve classification accuracy over
dictionary-based ones.

The fact that energy markets are very sensitive to factors outside the market itself,
most of which are difficult to quantify and consider comprehensively, is a major bottleneck
in analyses of electricity price news sentiment using methods that only consider market
news in isolation such as those above. Large pre-trained linguistic models (LLM), such as
BERT or ChatGPT, have shown remarkable potential for the interpretation of the intended
message of any text.

On the one hand, since these models are general purpose language models and are not
explicitly trained for prediction, they do not seem to be useful for predicting the evolution
of a numerical time series such as price. Thus, Xie, Han, Lai, et al. [21] find that ChatGPT is
no better than simple linear regression when using numerical data in prediction tasks, and
Ko and Lee [22] attempt to use ChatGPT to help with a stock portfolio selection problem,
but find no positive performance.

On the other hand, to the extent that these models are trained using truly large
volumes of text and are able to understand the context of natural language, it could be
argued that they could be valuable for processing textual information dealing precisely
with possible market developments [23]. Several studies have employed BERT to forecast
stock returns [24,25] and ChatGPT with good results [23].

Therefore, the performance of LLMs in predicting market movements is an open
question. Our paper aims to help fill this gap by studying the potential of LLMs to help
predict the evolution of the electricity market. The approach we propose is to use LLMs to
interpret expert opinion on the possible evolution of the trend, and not to try to forecast a
specific value of price.

In the literature we note that sentiment studies in stock or oil market have mostly
focused on the analysis of news headlines. We understand that this is a limitation inherited
from previous techniques and can be improved with the ability of LLMs to process more
extended texts. For this reason, we propose to include in the specific training specialist
articles and reports so that the model can better interpret expert opinion and also be able to
explain the classification in an argumentative way.

Large language models (LLMs) are based on transformer architecture trained on a
large volume of data (GPT), which are then fine-tuned for specific contexts [26]. One of the
features of GPT neural network architecture is its use of transformer layers, which enable
the model to handle long sequences of text by using self-attention mechanisms to focus
on the most relevant parts of the input. This attention mechanism allows the model to
understand the input context better and generate more accurate and coherent responses.
Current LLMs have been trained on large and varied datasets, giving them the capability
to understand the functioning of the economy and markets. To evaluate sentiment in a
particular market, they need to be fine-tuned with specific new datasets derived from
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specialist reports and related news to derive sentiments of the specific market [18,20].
Breitung et al. [27] apply this approach to the oil market by generating a specific dataset
with 1600 records.

Advanced natural language processing methods have transformed AI interaction and
generative pre-trained transformers (GPT) are ground-breaking for generating human-like
text and comprehending natural language [28]. GPT models can be extended and refined
with specialized news and reports analysis [29], which can significantly enhance energy
price prediction models, in addition to sentiment analysis, in several ways:

• Data Enrichment: GPT-based models can analyze and extract valuable insights from a
vast corpus of specialized news articles and reports on the energy market. This data
enrichment provides a broader context for energy price forecasting models.

• Event Detection: GPT models can detect and highlight significant events [30], such
as geopolitical developments, supply disruptions, or regulatory changes, that may
impact energy markets. These detected events can be used as input variables for
forecasting models.

• Market News Summarization: GPT can generate concise summaries of complex
news articles and reports [31] making it easier for analysts and traders to stay in-
formed about market developments. These summaries can serve as valuable inputs
for forecasting models.

• Identifying Influential Factors: GPT can identify and rank factors mentioned in the
news and reports likely to influence energy prices. This information can guide feature
selection and help prioritize variables in forecasting models.

• Customized Reports: In the case of OpenAI’s GPT, users can provide customized
prompts to extract specific information or insights from news and reports. This allows
for tailored analysis based on the unique requirements of the forecasting model.

Another important gap detected in the current state of the art on the application of
sentiment analysis models to market performance is the lack of consideration of the time
horizon of the prediction. For these tools to help with decision-making about the electricity
market, we propose to qualify and distinguish whether the opinion is about the short,
medium, or long term. This consideration requires the use of metrics that go beyond a
one-dimensional measure of the impact of the news and also identify its time horizon.

Our assumption is that by incorporating GPT-based specialized news and reports
analysis into energy price prediction models allows for a more comprehensive and timely
understanding of market dynamics [23]. This, in turn, may improve the models’ accuracy
and helps energy market participants make informed decisions in an increasingly complex
and dynamic environment. The application of GPT technology in predicting energy prices
in the Spanish market is the focus of our research.

1.2. Research Objectives

In this paper, we analyze how the reasoning capabilities of large language models
(LLMs) can be used to derive context-specific trend predictions from specialized news and
expert reports. To this end, we propose a new multidimensional metric to evaluate the
expert opinion gathered in the news that in addition to considering the direction of the
trend also evaluates the intensity of the possible impact and its foreseeable time horizon.

We construct a dataset of electricity news and reports and compare the trend forecast-
ing performance of the GPT with two baseline methods: VADER and BERT. Our findings
indicate that LLMs can successfully leverage their reasoning capabilities to contextualize
the evolution of electricity market prices.

We contribute to the literature on advanced natural language processing (NLP) tools
applied to management science, illustrating how LLMs can be effectively used to extract
business experts’ perspectives on the future and consolidate their consensus, and provide
tactical guidance to drive these models towards achieving optimal results.

In what follows, we present the methods used to adjust the GPT, the implementation
details (the original code and the dataset are openly available (https://github.com/AMM-

https://github.com/AMM-UJI/energy-price-prediction-OpenAI
https://github.com/AMM-UJI/energy-price-prediction-OpenAI
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UJI/energy-price-prediction-OpenAI)), the metrics that we have defined to evaluate the
different dimensions of the sentiment extracted from the analysis of the texts, the results
obtained, the future developments that would be interesting to address, and the main
conclusions of this article.

2. Materials and Methods

OpenAI’s GPT models, renowned for their natural language understanding and
generation capabilities, provide a robust foundation for various applications. Two primary
paradigms emerge regarding integrating private data and tailoring these models to specific
tasks: context learning and fine-tuning [29]. These paradigms unlock the potential to
enhance model performance, adapt to domain-specific nuances, and leverage the unique
characteristics of proprietary datasets, all while preserving the underlying capabilities of
the pre-trained GPT model.

2.1. Paradigm 1: In-Context Learning

In-context learning, also called prompt engineering or prompt design, is a paradigm
that allows users to interact with GPT models by providing context-specific instructions or
queries [32]. This approach enables the customizations of model responses without directly
modifying the model. By crafting tailored prompts, users can elicit responses that align
with their specific requirements, making it a versatile tool for leveraging the pre-trained
knowledge of GPT models while adding a layer of domain specificity. In-context learning
is precious when quick, context-aware responses are needed, such as in chatbots, customer
support, or generating domain-specific content. However, it relies on the skillful design of
prompts and may require iterative adjustments to achieve optimal results, as understanding
and controlling model behavior through prompts can be nuanced.

2.2. Paradigm 2: Fine-Tuning

Fine-tuning represents a deeper level of customization, where the pre-trained GPT
model is adapted to perform specific tasks or Excel domains [33]. The model is further
trained on domain-specific data, including proprietary datasets, specialized text, or even
structured information in this paradigm. Fine-tuning allows the model to learn from this
additional data while preserving its general language understanding capabilities. This
approach results in a more refined and specialized model capable of providing nuanced
and context-aware responses in a particular domain. Fine-tuned models have applications
in medical diagnosis, legal document analysis, and financial forecasting, where precise
and domain-specific insights are essential. However, fine-tuning requires careful data
curation, domain expertise, and a thorough understanding of the trade-offs involved in
specialization, as excessive fine-tuning can risk overfitting to specific datasets and limit
model generality.

2.3. Implementation Details

To conduct a comprehensive comparative analysis and measure the efficacy of OpenAI
technologies in supporting time series trend forecasting, we created two sets of predictions
with the in-context examples and fine-tuning approaches of OpenAI’s customization, using
a collection of news articles [34,35] and expert analysis reports specifically focused on the
Spanish energy markets [36,37].

The OpenAI models (GPT engine: text-davinci-003) calculated three variables for each
news article’s content:

1. Impact on Electricity Price (Scale 0–10): The first variable quantifies the perceived
impact of each news article on the price of electricity within a scale ranging from 0
(no impact) to 10 (high impact). This quantification allows us to discern the potential
influence of each piece of news on energy prices, a critical factor in sentiment analysis
used for forecasting models.

https://github.com/AMM-UJI/energy-price-prediction-OpenAI
https://github.com/AMM-UJI/energy-price-prediction-OpenAI
https://github.com/AMM-UJI/energy-price-prediction-OpenAI
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2. Direction of Impact (Up, Down, None): We evaluated whether the news articles indi-
cated a potential price impact in the form of an increase (“up”), a decrease (“down”), or
no discernible impact (“none”). Understanding the direction of influence is paramount
for making informed predictions in the dynamic energy market.

3. Impact Period (Past, Short-term, Mid-term, Long-term, None): The third variable
delves into the temporal aspect of impact, categorizing it into various periods—
past, short-term, mid-term, long-term, or none. This temporal classification aids
in determining when the anticipated price effects are likely to materialize, further
enhancing the precision of our models.

Simulating the impact of news on the energy market involves understanding market
dynamics and investor behavior when they receive updates [38]. While no formula perfectly
captures this, we used a simplified “exponential decay” model to represent how the impact
of news might fade over time for short-term news and a “Gaussian model” for mid- to
long-term impacts (Figure 2). This model assumes that the impact of the news will be most
significant immediately after or close to its release and will gradually diminish over time.

Figure 2. Three different approaches to simulate news impact decay over time.

At no point are dates provided to GPT, nor is it asked about specific moments in the
past, to determine impact. The purpose of these three variables is to quantify the LLM’s
ability to discern from news text what influence it will have on energy prices, effectively
conducting sentiment analysis with the LLM.

To refine this sentiment accuracy and transform GPT into an energy expert, we employ
two paradigms or approaches (in-context learning and fine-tunning) to broaden its specific
knowledge on the subject (Figure 3).

Once the model is trained, we feed it news to find similarities in language use, concepts,
etc., to assign a value. Then, we aggregate and analyze using the proposed metrics, this
time using the news’s specific date, to gauge the predictions’ accuracy.

2.3.1. In-Context Implementation

The in-context GPT prompt includes as training dataset eight examples of news with
the expected impact on price, the timeframe, and the direction. Using these examples and
its text analysis capability, the LLM assigns a value between 0 and 10.

Once trained, it is tasked with analyzing each news item (irrespective of its generation
time). After an iteration process, the crafted prompt finally used follows this structure
(Figure 4):
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Figure 3. High-level solution design.

Figure 4. Prompt for in-context training.
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After obtaining responses for the selected news, we aggregate and analyze using the
proposed metrics, using the specific date of the news, to assess the accuracy of predictions.

Taking the “impact” value of the news on the date of release, we calculated the average
impact over the following period depending on the identified “duration”: for the short
term, up to 3 weeks; for the mid/long term, up to 3 months. Then we grouped all these
values, calculating the average of each interval (weeks for short-term, months for mid/long
term). The symbol of the value indicated if it was a positive or negative impact (increase or
decrease of the energy price).

2.3.2. Fine-Tuned Implementation

To create the fine-tuned model, for each news or article, we completed a first run
with OpenAI using the “in-context examples prompt” to identify its assessment of “impact
period” for each record (short-term, mid/long-term, past, none), keeping aside 25 randomly
selected records for each possible value for the fine-tuning.

In parallel, we calculated for each date of the time series range (2018–2023) what
difference (%) the price has suffered within the previous time interval to the news event
(weeks for short term, months for mid/long term) as per the following formulas (the
weights in the formula are a simplified approximation to the area under the curve for
“exponential decay” and “Gaussian model” per Figure 2):

Impactweek = 0.5·∆Priceweek t + 0.3·∆Priceweek t+1 + 0.2·∆Priceweek t+2

Impactmonth = 0.5·∆Pricemonth t + 0.3·∆Price month t+1 + 0.2·∆Pricemonth t+2

With this information, we populated each news sample record to be used for fine-
tuning, including the “direction” field (sign of the impact), obtaining a dataset as the one
shown below (Figure 5):

Figure 5. Pre-fine-tune data frame.

From here we were ready to follow the fine-tuning steps explained by OpenAI to
create a custom model [33]:

• Dataset preparation: Every instance within the dataset should represent a conversa-
tion structured in a manner consistent with OpenAI’s Chat Completions API. This
structure entails organizing the conversation as a list of messages, where each message
comprises a role, content, and the possibility of including a name.

• Validate data formatting and divide training and testing datasets.
• Upload dataset file and create the fine-tuning job using the OpenAI SDK.
• Use the new fine-tuned model with the rest of the news and articles to enrich the

dataset with calculated variables.
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After applying the new model to the rest of the news and article dataset, we calculated
the average impact per time interval (short-term: weekly average; mid/long-term: monthly
average) before evaluating the performance with the metrics.

3. Results

From the results of analyzing the news and articles, we extract information like its
impact on the price, the direction of that impact, and the period in which it will occur.

We have grouped the insights provided by this analysis in the short term and mid/long
term, calculating the average impact for each interval and the sign indicating direction,
and we evaluate the accuracy of that prediction based on the variation of price over the
following period after the news occurred.

We have defined three different types of custom metrics to measure the accuracy of
the direction of the impact prediction:

• Close Price: If the direction indicates that the price will go UP (Figure 6), the OPEN
PRICE at the beginning of the first interval when the news is published (interval t)
should be LOWER than at least 1 of the CLOSE PRICE values of the current or the
following two intervals (t, t + 1, t + 2). The intervals will be weeks for short term and
months for mid/long term.

Figure 6. OpenAI close price metric: direction UP.

If the direction indicates that the price will go DOWN (Figure 7), the OPEN PRICE at
the beginning of the first interval when the news is published (t) should be HIGHER than
at least 1 of the CLOSE PRICE values of the current or the following two intervals (t, t + 1,
t + 2).

Figure 7. OpenAI close price metric: direction DOWN.

• High/Low: If the direction indicates that the price will go UP (Figure 8), the OPEN
PRICE at the beginning of the first interval when the news is published (interval t)
should be LOWER than at least 1 of the HIGH PRICE values of the current or the
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following two intervals (t, t + 1, t + 2). The intervals will be weeks for short term and
months for mid/long term.

Figure 8. OpenAI high/low price metric: direction UP.

If the direction indicates that the price will go DOWN (Figure 9), the OPEN PRICE at
the beginning of the first interval when the news is published (t) should be HIGHER than
at least 1 of the LOW PRICE values of the current or the following two intervals (t, t + 1,
t + 2).

Figure 9. OpenAI high/low price metric: direction DOWN.

Threshold: Same as high or low, but there should be a minimum difference between
the open price value and the high or low, depending on the direction of 2% for short-term
and 5% for mid/long term.

3.1. Short-Term Analysis

The following figures (Figures 10 and 11) and tables (Tables 1 and 2) show the analysis
results of short-term identified impacts on price using OpenAI and comparing both ap-
proaches: in-context examples and fine-tuning. The color of the arrows indicates OpenAI’s
prediction that prices will go UP (green) or DOWN (red), next to the price time series.

Tables 1 and 2 represents two metrics for evaluating classification models: accuracy
and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), as these two metrics can cover balanced and
imbalanced datasets. We have also added to the table the results of two baseline sentiment
analysis methods for comparison: VADER (lexicon) and BERT (deep learning transformer).

Upon reviewing the short-term results for all models, the fine-tuned GPT model
emerges as the most effective across various metrics. Its consistently higher accuracy and
MCC scores, particularly in comparison to VADER and BERT models, signify its ability
to better balance true positives and negatives, crucial for sentiment analysis tasks. Also,
note that the BERT model’s NaN MCC values are due to only be able to predict negative
sentiment with the news dataset provided.
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Figure 10. In-context short-term graph.

Figure 11. Fine-tuned short-term graph.

Table 1. Short-term metrics—accuracy.

Accuracy In-Context Fine-Tunned VADER BERT
Close Price 0.67 0.71 0.68 0.70
High/Low 0.76 0.81 0.77 0.79
Threshold 2% 0.59 0.65 0.55 0.57

Table 2. Short-term metrics—MCC.

MCC In-Context Fine-Tunned VADER BERT
Close Price 0.35 0.49 0.33 NaN
High/Low 0.53 0.64 0.52 NaN
Threshold 2% 0.20 0.32 0.07 NaN

3.2. Mid/Long-Term Analysis

The following figures (Figures 12 and 13) and Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the
analysis of mid/long-term identified impacts on price using OpenAI and comparing both
approaches (in-context examples and fine-tuning) and the two baseline sentiment analysis
methods (VADER and BERT).

Figure 12. In-context mid/long-term graph.
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Figure 13. Fine-tuned mid/long-term graph.

Table 3. Mid/long-term metrics—accuracy.

Accuracy In-Context Fine-Tunned VADER BERT
Close Price 0.69 0.81 0.71 0.69
High/Low 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.94
Threshold 5% 0.81 0.86 0.83 0.79

Table 4. Mid/long-term metrics—MCC.

MCC In-Context Fine-Tunned VADER BERT
Close Price 0.35 0.63 0.36 NaN
High/Low 0.61 0.87 0.89 NaN
Threshold 5% 0.47 0.74 0.64 NaN

The fine-tuned GPT model achieves similar or higher accuracy scores across all three
evaluated scenarios: Close Price, High/Low, and Threshold 5%. Moreover, its MCC scores
also show significant enhancements, indicating a better balance between true positives and
false positives.

4. Discussion

Based on the results for both short- and mid/long-term analyses, leveraging advanced
language models like GPT, especially when fine-tuned for specific tasks and domains,
yields superior results compared with state-of-the-art sentiment analysis methods. The
fine-tuned GPT model consistently outperforms across various metrics, including accuracy
and MCC, showcasing its ability to capture nuanced sentiment trends in energy market
news over different time horizons.

In our model generation, we do not provide specific dates or historical moments
to GPT, nor do we ask it about past events to gauge their impact. Instead, we leverage
its capability to analyze news text and extract the opinion about how it may influence
energy prices, essentially performing sentiment analysis with the LLM. Therefore, it is
not a concern that the GPT model was trained using data from before September 2021
because it is not providing direct answers based on historical knowledge but rather utilizing
its language analyzing capabilities. This assumption agrees with [16]; nevertheless, we
checked it using news data from 2022, achieving similar performance results as when
evaluating the model using data spanning from 2018 to 2022.

Building on the insights gained from this study, the contextual understanding and data
sources used as input for the GPT models should be enhanced by incorporating additional
relevant news and reports sources and increased periodicity and optimizing the accurate
impact calculation and decay over time methods to translate into real impact.

The key benefit of increasing LLM awareness about market evolution with the in-
context approach is that it avoids the need to re-modify LLM parameters for this specific
task application. Instead, users can append an external knowledge repository, enriching the
input and thus refining the output accuracy of the model. Therefore, in-context is seen as a
more practical and economical approach, with a lower barrier to entry and independent
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of the specific LLM model. However, for more extensive and professional applications, it
is necessary to automate the workflows that allow for scalability and better precision of
responses. A RAG architecture [39] can be developed for this purpose.

RAG has become one of the most popular architectures in LLM systems, combining
automated information retrieval mechanisms and in-context learning to bolster LLM per-
formance. In this framework, a query initiated by a user requests the retrieval of relevant
information through search algorithms. This information is then integrated into the LLM
indications, providing additional context for the generation process [40].

On the basis of a RAG architecture, we plan to develop the following additional
functionalities:

• the incorporation of GPT-calculated features into multivariate time series prediction
models as input variables.

• influential event detection as early warning signals (natural disasters, geopolitical
conflicts, regulatory changes).

• automatic generation of reports that describe the recent evolution of the electricity
market price and the prediction of price trends.

5. Conclusions

Our research explored the crucial realm of energy price prediction within the Spanish
electricity market, which has significant implications for the nation’s economy, sustainabil-
ity goals, and energy security. We utilized GPT models, specifically OpenAI’s ChatGPT,
to create a new approach to create price trend variables based on news and specialized
text insight analysis. This new approach can be used to create innovative hybrid models
merging GPT insights with domain-specific knowledge and real-time data feeds to address
the unique complexities of the electricity market, and more particularly the Spanish market.

Our results indicate the potential of GPT models to provide valuable insights in under-
standing mid-term price trends. The superiority of ChatGPT with augmented knowledge
in predicting electricity trends can be attributed to its advanced language understanding
capabilities, which allow it to capture the nuances and subtleties within specialized news
and reports.

Therefore, we conclude that continued exploration and optimization of OpenAI’s
capabilities are essential to unlock their full potential in energy price forecasting.
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